Universities Core Funding From 2021

42% Education

30% Bachelor’s degrees and Master’s degrees
   • Master’s degrees 19%, Bachelor’s degrees 11%
   • Coefficients: graduation times, multiple similar degrees, fields of education
   • Funding up to the agreed target (Master’s degrees)

5% Continuous learning
   • ECTS based on cooperation 1%

4% Number of employed graduates and quality of employment
   • Number of employed graduates 2%, graduate tracking 2%

3% Student feedback

34% Research

8% PhD degrees

14% Scientific publications
   • Refereed scientific publications: Rating of publications Level 0 (coefficient 0.1), Level 1 (1), Level 2 (3) and Level 3 (4)
   • Other publications: 0.1 • Coefficient for open publications: 1.2

12% Competitive research funding
   • International competitive research funding
   • National competitive research funding and corporate funding

24% Other education and science policy considerations

15% Strategic development
   • Part A. Strategy of the University, implementation of the strategy, profiling, internationalisation
   • Part B. National education and science policy aims
   • Emphasis on part A

9% National duties
   • Special national duties, teacher training schools, National Library of Finland, University of Arts